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Abstract

We propose a novel multicast communications model,
called RingNet, which is a combination of logical trees
and logical rings for multicast communications. Based on
RingNet, we propose a reliable totally-ordered group mul-
ticast protocol for mobile Internet. The network entities in
the top logical ring of the RingNet hierarchy are responsi-
ble for totally-ordering messages. All the network entities
in all the logical rings are responsible for reliably trans-
mitting multicast messages to their next nodes, children
nodes, or their attaching mobile hosts, even in handoffs.
The proposed protocol runs in a parallel and distributed
way in the sense that each network entity only maintains in-
formation about its possible neighbors, and independently
decides whether, when, and where to order, forward, and
deliver multicast messages. We prove that, compared with
the multicast protocol without ordering requirement, our
totally-ordered multicast protocol provides the same mul-
ticast throughput, only with limited overhead on message
latency and buffer sizes.

1. Introduction

Extensive research effort has been made on two kinds
of basic communications in traditional Internet, i.e., uni-
cast and multicast. However, multicast-based applications
such as distributed file system, distributed database, video
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conferencing, and distance learning, are relatively imma-
ture in comparison with unicast-based applications such
as World Wide Web, e-mail and file transfer applications.
Recently with the convergence of Internet computing and
wireless communications, research on multicast communi-
cations in mobile Internet becomes more active and more
challenging than that in traditional Internet. In mobile Inter-
net, more concerns should be considered, e.g., (A) Mobile
Hosts (MHs), such as laptop computers, PDAs, and mobile
phones, have severe resource constraints in terms of energy,
processing, and storage resources; (B) wireless communi-
cations is characterized by its limited bandwidth and high
bit error rate; and (C) the number of MHs involved may be
very huge and they may be dispersed very widely.

Group Communications Systems (GCSs) provide group
communications services among groups of processes. A
group consists of a set of processes which are called mem-
bers of the group. A process may voluntarily join or leave a
group, or cease to be a member due to failure. The member-
ship of a group is a list of currently operational processes
in the group. One major task of GCSs is group member-
ship, which maintains the membership of a group with re-
gard to Member-Join, Member-Leave, Member-Failure, and
Member-Handoff events. Another major task is group mul-
ticast, which involves efficiently disseminating information
from one source or multiple sources to all the operational
processes in the group. Usually group multicast service is
implemented on top of group membership service.

Many existing GCSs are designed for generic LAN or
WAN environment, which don’t explicitly consider MHs as
group members. Therefore, there is no guarantee that they
can also work well in the presence of MHs. Intrinsic issues
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in traditional Internet like high message latency, frequent
connectivity changes, and instability due to link failures or
congestion [11], still exist in mobile Internet. More diffi-
cult issues, e.g., frequent disconnection, frequent handoff,
and frequent failure occurrence, need to be addressed due
to introducing MHs. In particular, not only dynamic mem-
bership may occur, but also dynamic locations of MHs due
to the fact that mobility may occur.

In this paper, we propose a novel multicast communica-
tions model, called the RingNet model, which is a combina-
tion of logical trees and logical rings for multicast commu-
nications. Based on RingNet, we propose a reliable totally-
ordered group multicast protocol for mobile Internet. The
rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce some related works. In Section 3, we introduce
our RingNet model. In Section 4, we design data structures
and algorithms for the proposed protocol. In Section 5, we
do some performance analysis of the proposed protocol. We
give some concluding remarks in the final section.

2. Related Works

The Mobile IP protocol [18], as proposed by the Inter-
net Engineering Task Force (IETF) in RFC 2002, provides
an efficient, scalable mechanism for host mobility in mo-
bile Internet while retaining the host’s unicast communica-
tions. Mobile IP provides two basic extensions to accom-
modate IP Multicast [9]. One is Mobile IP Bidirectional
Tunnelling (MIP-BT). Another is Mobile IP Remote Sub-
scription (MIP-RS). The main advantage of the MIP-BT
scheme is that it hides host mobility from all other mem-
bers of the group. Therefore, it does not incur any overhead
in the multicast tree maintenance. However, it incurs a high
handoff latency as the MH moves far away from its home
network. On the contrary, the main advantage of the MIP-
RS scheme is that the multicast packets are always delivered
on the shortest paths. However, the overhead is the cost of
reconstructing the delivery tree while a handoff occurs.

One line of research on mobile multicast is based on
MIP-BT and/or MIP-RS, e.g., Mobile Multicast (MoM)
[10], MobiCast [21], Multicast Agent (MA) [22], Multicast
by Multicast Agent (MMA) [20], and Range-Based Mobile
Multicast (RBMoM) [12]. In order to provide IP Multicast
services in mobile Internet to the MHs, the easiest way is to
combine Mobile IP and IP Multicast. However, such a com-
bination is not satisfactory in terms of multicast efficiency.
The major reason is that, the Mobile IP mobility manage-
ment scheme designed for unicast communications cannot
be easily adapted for multicast communications.

In order to differentiate mobility management for unicast
from that for multicast, we call the former unicast mobility
management and the latter multicast mobility management.
For unicast mobility management, either one of the sender

and the receiver hosts will be mobile, or both of them will
do. Therefore, it is relatively easy to tackle such a prob-
lem. However, for multicast mobility management, a group
of hosts will be mobile at the same time. Therefore, it is
relatively complicated to tackle such a problem.

Aware of the difference between unicast mobility man-
agement and multicast mobility management, another line
of research on multicast for mobile Internet has been done.
In [1], a two-tier Host-View scheme is proposed: the Mobile
Support Station (MSS) tier and the MH tier. The basic idea
is to associate a Host-View with each group. The Host-View
consists of a set of MSSs, which represents the aggregate lo-
cation information of the group. Through tracking a set of
MSSs other than tracking each individual member MH, the
protocol becomes very simple. For example, in order to de-
liver a multicast message to a group of MHs, it suffices to
send a copy to only those MSSs in the group’s Host-View.
In addition, through moving most functionalities from MHs
to MSSs, the MHs will be relieved from heavy tasks. How-
ever, this protocol does not allow dynamic joins or leaves,
and does not specify a method for the creation or deletion
of multicast groups. In particular, the global updates neces-
sary with every “significant move” make it inefficient and
may cause lengthy breaks in service to the MHs.

To deal with problems in the two-tier Host-View scheme,
a three-tier Reliable Multicast (RelM) scheme is proposed
[6]. The bottom tier consists of the MHs which roam
between cells. The middle tier consists of MSSs, which
provide the MHs with connectivity to the underlying net-
work. The top tier consists of groups of MSSs. Each group
of MSSs is controlled by an assigned supervisor machine
called the Supervisor Host (SH). The SH is part of the wired
network and it handles most of the routing and protocol
details for MHs. Simulation results show that the RelM
scheme uses fewer buffers in virtually any system configu-
ration in comparison with the Host-View scheme. However,
the advantage of moving most functionalities from MSSs
to SHs will also become its disadvantage. Since the SHs
have to do so many tasks such as maintaining connections
for MHs, the RelM protocol scales not very well when the
number of group members becomes very large.

Another three-tier reliable multicast scheme is proposed
in [2], which accommodates three increasingly strong de-
livery ordering guarantees: FIFO, causal, and total. It as-
sumes a very general system model: (A) incomplete spatial
coverage of the wireless network; (B) unreliable wireless
communications; and (C) dynamic group membership. The
novelty of the scheme is that movements of MHs do not
trigger any message transmission in the wired network as
no notion of handoff is used in the wired network. As a
consequence, it is potentially more scalable than the RelM
scheme. Our proposed scheme follows the concept of “no
notion of handoff” in the wired network.
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Besides the above two/three-tier frameworks, another re-
lated work is Logical Ring-based reliable multicast protocol
for mobile Internet in [16]. A logical ring is maintained
among all the Base Stations (BSs) that handles the multi-
cast traffic of the same multicast group. A token passing
protocol enforces a consistent view among all the BSs with
respect to the messages that are considered to have been de-
livered to all the MHs. Furthermore, a handoff protocol is
designed to handle the interaction of reliable multicast and
handoff events of MHs. Since all the control information
has to be rotated along the ring, it may lead to large latency
and require large buffers when the ring becomes large. Each
logical ring within our proposed RingNet model functions
in a similar way, but it deals with only a local scope of the
whole group. In this way, our proposed protocol can be very
simple as logical ring-based protocols.

3. The RingNet Multicast Model

Many mobile Internet architectures have been proposed
by researchers, such as Unified Wireless Networks Architec-
ture [13], System Architecture for Mobile Communications
Systems [17], All-IP Wireless/Mobile Network Architecture
[23], and FIT-MIP Global System Architecture [14]. Based
on these architectures, we propose a multicast communi-
cations model called a RingNet hierarchy shown in Fig-
ure 1. The four tiers of the RingNet hierarchy are Bor-
der Router Tier (BRT), Access Gateway Tier (AGT), Access
Proxy Tier (APT), and Mobile Host Tier (MHT). The higher
two tiers are organized into logical rings. Each logical ring
has a leader node that is also responsible for interacting with
upper tiers. Access Proxies (APs) are the Network Enti-
ties (NEs) that communicate directly with the Mobile Hosts
(MHs). Access Gateways (AGs) are the NEs that communi-
cate either between different wireless networks or between
wireless network and wired network. Border Routers (BRs)
are the NEs that communicate among administrative do-
mains. Notice that only those NEs that are configured to
run the proposed protocol will be involved in the hierarchy.

In order to form such a hierarchy, we require each AP,
AG, and BR to have some knowledge of its candidate con-
tactors, either some candidate neighboring nodes through
which it can join a logical ring, or some candidate par-
ent nodes through which it can attach to an existing hier-
archy. For each AP, it is configured with one or several
candidate AGs. For each AG, it is configured with one or
several neighboring AGs for joining the logical rings where
these AGs reside, and/or configured one or several candi-
date parent BRs for attaching to these BRs. In the RingNet
hierarchy shown in Figure 1, there is only one BR logical
ring. However, when considering more complicated scenar-
ios where sub-tiers of the AGT and BRT tiers are allowed,
then it is also necessary to configure candidate neighboring

nodes and/or candidate parent nodes for each BR. Notice
that at most one of these candidate contactors will be en-
abled to function as its specific role for any AP, AG, and
BR at any specific time.

Multicast communications using the RingNet hierarchy
is simple: Multicast Senders (MSs) send multicast mes-
sages to any of the BRs at the top logical ring. Then the mul-
ticast messages are transmitted along each logical ring, and
downward to all the children nodes. Finally the MHs will
receive multicast messages from their attached APs. For ef-
ficient multicast communications, we borrowed ideas from
the MRP approach [7] and some multicast-based smooth
handoff schemes [19, 15]. We introduce Multicast Mobil-
ity Agents (MMAs) in each micromobility domain. Our
MMAs are similar to MRPs in the sense that a list of entries
is maintained in each MMA and the list will be searched
for each downlink packet. The differences are that each en-
try is group-oriented in the MMA and that multiple entries
for the same group may exist in each MMA. The basic idea
of using multiple entries comes from the multicast-based
smooth handoff schemes. We extend their schemes as fol-
lows. When an MH handoffs to a new AP and the AP cur-
rently cannot receive multicast messages, it starts to build a
multicast path toward one of its candidate AGs. At the same
time it notifies its nearby APs to do multicast path reserva-
tion between APs and AGs. In most cases, when an MH
handoffs, it can immediately receive multicast messages be-
cause either some other members have already been there,
or some reserved path has already been set up in advance.

In [3], the authors defined a term called distribution ve-
hicle for multicast communications. A distribution vehicle
is a collection of hardware settings in the network which
makes it efficient for one or multiple sources to multicast
messages to a group of receivers. In traditional Internet, it is
usually a multicast tree [9]. In the infrastructure-less mobile
ad-hoc networks, it is usually a multicast mesh [4], which
is more reliable than a multicast tree. Another commonly
used distribution vehicle is logical ring [16].

Loosely speaking, the proposed RingNet hierarchy is a
novel distribution vehicle which combines advantages of
both the logical tree and the logical ring. If we consider
each logical ring as one node, then the RingNet hierarchy
becomes a tree. Since each logical ring is organized accord-
ing to some criteria such as locality/proximity criterion, we
can apply some localized mechanism to greatly simplify the
protocol design. Therefore, the multicast protocol based on
the RingNet hierarchy is potentially simple, efficient, scal-
able and reliable. More interestingly, the hierarchy is self-
organizable in the sense that it is all the way trying to form
a larger hierarchy whenever possible.

In the proposed multicast protocol, it relies on the un-
derlying membership protocol to propagate membership in-
formation along the RingNet hierarchy and to maintain the
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topology of the hierarchy. For membership propagation,
each MH can join or leave a group at will, or fail at any
time. The membership change message is firstly captured
by the MH’s attached AP node, then propagated to the AP’s
parent AG node. If the AG happens to be a leader node,
then it propagates such message to its parent node; if not,
then it propagates such message to the leader node in the
logical ring where it resides. This process continues un-
til the leader node in the top logical ring is reached. To
propagate membership information more efficiently, some
batched update scheme can be used. For topology mainte-
nance, the RingNet hierarchy will dynamically change due
to movements of MHs and/or failures occurring within the
hierarchy. We shall omit the details of the membership pro-
tocol for sake of brevity.
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Figure 1. The RingNet Hierarchy

4. The RingNet Multicast Protocol

Informally, the proposed protocol deals with multicast
communications as follows: (A) if any message source
needs to multicast to the group, it will use some interface
mechanism to contact with a corresponding node in the top
logical ring of the hierarchy and then send messages to the
corresponding node; (B) the hierarchy will be used to order,
forward, and deliver messages starting from the top logical
ring, then through all other logical rings, finally to all the
MHs in a simple and regular way as follows.

• All the NEs in the top logical ring of the hierarchy are
responsible for totally-ordering messages by running
the Message-Ordering algorithm.

• All the NEs in all the logical rings including the top
one are responsible for reliably transmitting multicast

messages by running the Message-Forwarding algo-
rithm to forward messages to their next nodes and by
running the Message-Delivering algorithm to deliver
messages to their possible children nodes, or their at-
taching MHs, even in handoffs.

The Message-Ordering, Message-Forwarding, and
Message-Delivering algorithms run in a parallel and dis-
tributed way in the sense that each NE in the hierarchy only
maintains information about its possible leader, previous,
next, parent, and children neighbors, and that each NE
independently decides whether, when, and where to order,
forward, and deliver multicast messages.

In this section, we firstly describe data structures of
MHs, NEs, and the ordering token which circulates along
the top logical ring, finally present the Message-Ordering,
Message-Forwarding, and Message-Delivering algorithms.

4.1. The Data Structures of MHs, NEs and Tokens

Data Structure of MHs. Once an MH becomes a mem-
ber of a group, it will start to receive/deliver multicast mes-
sages based on the following data structure.

• GID: GroupID. Group identity of some group address-
ing scheme, e.g. Class D address in IP Multicast [8].

• AP: NodeID. Node identity of the attached AP.

• GUID, LUID: UniqueID. Globally/locally unique
identity of MH from some unique identity scheme, e.g.
Mobile IP Home Address/Care-of Address [18].

• MQ: MessageQueue. We assume using sequential
storage allocation scheme to keep multicast messages.
MQ has the following attributes: Data stands for the
allocated storage spaces for keeping multicast mes-
sages; MaxNo stands for the maximal number of allo-
cated storage spaces; Rear stands for the pointer to the
most recently received multicast message; Front stands
for the pointer to the most recently delivered multicast
message; ValidFront stands for the pointer to the old-
est delivered multicast message which is still kept in
MQ, which is reserved for APs/AGs/BRs only. For
each message stored within the range of MQ, there are
at least the following attributes: Received to indicate
whether the message is really received or not; Wait-
ing to indicate whether the message is still waiting to
be retransmitted or not; Delivered to indicate whether
the message has been delivered or not; SourceNode to
indicate where the message comes from; LocalSeqNo
to indicate the local sequence number assigned to the
message by its SourceNode; OrderingNode to indicate
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where the message is ordered; GlobalSeqNo to indi-
cate the global sequence number assigned to the mes-
sage by its OrderingNode; and Payload, the original
message from its SourceNode.

Data Structure of NEs. Each NE maintains information
about its possible leader, previous, next, parent, and chil-
dren neighbors. A similar message queue MQ as that of MH
is used. In addition, some assisted working queues/tables
are defined. Details of the data structure are as follows.

• GID: GroupID. See data structure of MHs.

• Current, Leader, Previous, Next, Parent, Children[]:
NodeID. Node identity of this node, leader, previous,
next, parent, and children nodes, respectively. Notice
that Children[] consists of a list of node identities, each
of which stands for one child node.

• PreviousOK, NextOK, ParentOK, ChildrenOK[]:
Boolean. Status of the previous, next, parent, and chil-
dren nodes, respectively. Notice that ChildrenOK[]
consists of a list of sub-items, each of which describes
the status of one child node.

• MQ: MessageQueue. Similar to that of MH. However,
meanings of delivered are different: for MH, it means
that some received messages are really delivered to ap-
plications running on the MH; for each bottom AP, it
means that some received messages are successfully
transmitted to all the MHs attaching to the AP; for
any other network entity in the hierarchy, it means that
some received messages are successfully transmitted
to its children nodes in the hierarchy (if the children
nodes exist). Notice that if a message’s Received value
is FALSE (meaning not received) and at the same time
Waiting value is also FALSE (meaning not waiting for
retransmission any longer), then the message is sup-
posed to be really lost. Furthermore, such a really lost
message is also considered to be delivered by setting
its Delivered value to TRUE.

• WQ: WorkingQueue. Working queue for keeping mes-
sages: (A) some messages come from one or more
multicast sources to be totally ordered (we assume
at most one source corresponding to each node in
the top logical ring of the hierarchy); (B) some mes-
sages are forwarded to the current node from its pre-
vious node. We design WQ as a list of queues,
each of which is used to keep messages from one
source, and each of which has similar data structure
as MQ but possibly with different meanings. We de-
note WQ.OrderingNode as the queue which is used
to keep messages coming from OrderingNode. Notice
that WQ is used only for nodes in the top logical ring.

• OldOrderingToken, NewOrderingToken: TypeO-
fOrderingToken. Used to keep at most two versions
of most recently acquired OrderingToken (See below:
Data Structure of Tokens). Notice that they are used
only for nodes in the top logical ring.

• MinLocalSeqNo, MaxLocalSeqNo: LocalSeqen-
ceNumber. Used to track the minimal and maximal se-
quence numbers attached to the messages which come
from the current node’s multicast source and have not
been totally-ordered. Notice that they are used only for
nodes in the top logical ring.

• WT: WorkingTable. Working table for calculating
the maximal global sequence number of the message
which has been delivered to either all the children
nodes for non-bottom NE or all the attached MHs for
bottom NE. Each entry in the table contains at least two
items. For an non-bottom NE, one is node identity of
a child node; another is the maximal global sequence
number MaxGlobalSeqNo delivered to the child node.
For a bottom NE, i.e., an AP, one is GUID of an MH;
another is the maximal global sequence number Max-
GlobalSeqNo delivered to the MH.

Data Structure of Tokens. In order to order messages,
we use a token called OrderingToken that circulates along
the top logical ring. It keeps the following information.

• GID: GroupID. See data structure of MHs.

• NextGlobalSeqNo: GlobalSequenceNumber. The
global sequence number which will be used to order
the next message.

• WTSNP: WorkingTableOfSequenceNumberPairs. A
working table to keep pairs of sequence numbers of
ordered messages. Each entry in it contains at least
the following attributes: SourceNode to indicate where
the message comes from; MinLocalSeqNo to indicate
a minimal local sequence number; MaxLocalSeqNo
to indicate a maximal local sequence number; Order-
ingNode to indicate where the message is ordered;
MinGlobalSeqNo to indicate the minimal global se-
quence number associated with MinLocalSeqNo; and
MaxGlobalSeqNo to indicate the maximal global se-
quence number associated with MaxLocalSeqNo.

4.2. The Proposed Multicast Algorithms

In this subsection, we design the Message-Ordering,
Message-Forwarding, and Message-Delivering algorithms
based on the above data structures.
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4.2.1 The Message-Ordering Algorithm

We suppose multicast source will select a corresponding
node using some interface mechanism. Multiple multicast
sources may send multicast messages with local sequence
numbers to their corresponding nodes in the top logical ring.

A token called OrderingToken is used to circulate along
the top logical ring for ordering messages. The node
holding OrderingToken is called Holder. Firstly, Order-
ingToken.WTSNP and OrderingToken.NextGlobalSeqNo
will be updated according to Holder.MinLocalSeqNo and
Holder.MaxLocalSeqNo; secondly, OrderingToken will be
kept in Holder.NewOrderingToken (the original NewOrder-
ingToken is moved to OldOrderingToken); finally, Order-
ingToken will be reliably transferred to the next node in the
top logical ring with some retransmission scheme.

In order to improve efficiency of message ordering,
OrderingToken held by the current node will be used to
pre-assign global sequence numbers to all the ready-to-
be-ordered messages kept in WQ of the current node,
which come from the current node’s multicast source. The
Message-Ordering algorithm doesn’t really assign totally-
ordered global sequence numbers to those messages, which
is done by an Order-Assignment algorithm. The Order-
Assignment algorithm is also responsible for copying or-
dered messages from WQ to MQ. For each node in the top
logical ring, it periodically checks its WQ, if the ready-to-
be-ordered messages in its WQ can be ordered according to
either NewOrderingToken or OldOrderingToken, then the
messages will be assigned global sequence numbers and
further be copied to its MQ.

Now we turn to discuss Token-Loss problem in token
passing logical rings. Since we suppose to adopt some re-
transmission scheme for reliably transferring OrderingTo-
ken to the next node, in case that no communications node
faults and link faults in the top logical ring, then there isn’t
any Token-Loss problem. However, in case that the top log-
ical ring may be broken due to faults and later be repaired,
then the Token-Loss problem may occur.

To solve the Token-Loss problem, we use NewOrdering-
Token kept in each node along the logical ring. Notice that
each time the topology maintenance algorithm of the mem-
bership protocol runs, the token will be lost only when the
token happens to be held by a faulty node. However, it’s
unreasonable to require the membership protocol to know
the running status of the multicast protocol. Therefore, we
only need the membership protocol to send out a Token-
Loss message to the multicast protocol when running its
topology maintenance algorithm.

On receiving such a Token-Loss message by some node,
the Token-Regeneration algorithm will do the following to
solve the Token-Loss problem.

• If the node shows that the Message-Ordering algorithm

runs well, it will ignore the Token-Loss message and
terminate the Token-Regeneration algorithm. Other-
wise, it will originate a Token-Regeneration message
which encapsulates NewOrderingToken of the node
and let the message traverse along the next link of the
top logical ring.

• For each node the message traversed, it will do
the following: if the current node shows that the
Message-Ordering algorithm runs well, then it will
destroy the message and terminate the Token-Loss
algorithm; if the current node’s NewOrderingTo-
ken.NextGlobalSeqNo is greater than that encapsu-
lated in the message, then re-encapsulate the message
with NewOrderingToken kept in the current node, oth-
erwise, we assume the current node be the starting
point to restart the Message-Ordering algorithm with a
newly generated OrderingToken, which is NewOrder-
ingToken encapsulated in the message.

With the Token-Loss problem solved, there still exists a
Multiple-Token problem related to token circulation. Since
two or more top logical rings may merge, if not properly
handled, multiple OrderingTokens may co-exist. Similar
to the solution to the Token-Loss problem, we suppose
the membership protocol will send out a Multiple-Token
message to the multicast protocol during running its topol-
ogy maintenance algorithm, then the multicast protocol will
keep only one OrderingToken alive according to some rule.

4.2.2 The Message-Forwarding Algorithm

Notice that WQ of each node in the top logical ring contains
a list of queues, each of which is used to keep messages
coming from one corresponding node/multicast source; and
that MQ of each node in any logical ring in the hierar-
chy contains a queue of totally-ordered messages. The
Message-Forwarding algorithm runs in each node to inde-
pendently do the following: (A) reliably forward any mes-
sage kept in WQ of each node in the top logical ring to that
of the next node of the current node (if the next node is not
the corresponding node of the message); (B) reliably for-
ward any message kept in MQ of each node in the non-top
logical ring to that of the next node of the current node (if
the next node is not the leader of the logical ring).

4.2.3 The Message-Delivering Algorithm

The above Message-Forwarding algorithm deals with mes-
sages transmitted along next link of the logical rings, while
the Message-Delivering algorithm here deals with messages
transmitted along the children links from the parent node
to its children nodes in the hierarchy, or along the wire-
less links between the bottom APs and their attaching MHs.
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Consequently, the Message-Delivering algorithm does the
following: (A) reliably delivering messages from MQ of
each node in all the non-bottom logical rings to its children
nodes; (B) reliably delivering messages from MQs of the
bottom APs to their attaching MHs, even in handoffs.

In [5], the authors classified the reliability property of
multicast communications into strong reliability and best-
effort reliability. Our reliable multicast protocol follows the
latter case. We divide the RingNet hierarchy into multi-
ple local scopes and implement reliable transmission within
each local scope. We call such a scheme local-scope-based
retransmission scheme. If each NE in the hierarchy will re-
liably transmit multicast messages within some local scope,
e.g., the immediate neighbor scope, the single logical ring
scope, or the multiple neighboring logical rings scope in a
best-effort way, then highly probable reliability can be ex-
pected when the network is highly stable.

5. Performance Analysis

We suppose the top logical ring contains r (≥ 2) nodes,
and there are s (≤ r ) multicast sources, each of which sends
λ messages each time unit (e.g. each second). We also sup-
pose each node in the top logical ring can transmit mes-
sages to its next node and its possible children nodes under
the above message loads when ordering is not required. We
now present a theorem.

Theorem 5.1 Without considering overheads of process-
ing/forwarding OrderingToken along the top logical ring
and without considering retransmission, compared with
the multicast protocol without ordering requirement, our
totally-ordered multicast protocol provides the same mul-
ticast throughput as s*λ messages each time unit, only with
limited overhead on message latency and buffer sizes.

Proof 5.1 Notice that the Message-Ordering algorithm
runs concurrently with the Message-Forwarding and
Message-Delivering algorithms for each node in the top
logical ring. The Message-Forwarding and Message-
Delivering algorithms run in full speed in the sense that,
for each node in the logical ring, (A) any received message
is immediately forwarded to the next node (if not the cor-
responding node of the message); (B) any totally-ordered
message copied to MQ from WQ of the node, is immediately
transmitted to its possible children nodes, and waiting to be
tagged delivered.

Suppose the maximal round-trip time for an OrderingTo-
ken circulating the top logical ring is Torder time units, then
each message received by its corresponding node will be
ordered within Torder time units. In addition, suppose the
maximal round-trip time for any message forwarding along
the top logical ring is Ttransmit time units, and suppose the

timer cycle for invoking the Order-Assignment algorithm in
each node to check and copy ordered messages into MQ of
the node is τ , then the maximal time for any message be-
tween being received by its corresponding node and being
copied to MQs of all the nodes in the logical ring will be
within Max(Torder, Ttransmit)+τ time units.

Without considering retransmission, we then design the
sizes of buffers, i.e., WQ and MQ, of each node. Since
WQ is a list of queues, each of which is used to buffer re-
ceived messages from one multicast source waiting to be
ordered and be copied to MQ, the size of WQ can be set
to s*λ*(Max(Torder, Ttransmit)+τ ); since MQ is used to
buffer totally-ordered messages, and suppose the node can
transmit ordered messages from MQ to its possible children
nodes, then the size can be set to s*λ*Torder. Therefore, we
have proved that all the buffers only need limited sizes.

We then suppose the maximal time for any ordered mes-
sage kept in MQ to be transmitted and then be tagged as
delivered to its possible children nodes is Tdeliver, then
the maximal message latency for any message between be-
ing received by its corresponding node and being deliv-
ered by all the nodes in the top logical ring consists of:
(A) the maximal time for any message between being re-
ceived by its corresponding node and being copied to MQs
of all the nodes in the logical ring, which is Max(Torder,
Ttransmit)+τ time units; (B) the maximal time for any or-
dered message kept in MQ to be transmitted and then be
tagged as delivered to its possible children nodes, which is
Tdeliver. Therefore, we have proved that any message will
be ordered, forwarded, and delivered within the message
latency bound of Max(Torder, Ttransmit)+τ+Tdeliver .

Since we don’t have any additional requirement on mul-
ticast sources, e.g., we don’t require any multicast source
to decrease message transmission rate to accommodate or-
dering requirement, the same message throughput can be
achieved by running the Message-Ordering algorithm com-
pared with message transmission without ordering require-
ment, which completes the proof.

Notice that, retransmission will occur in unreliable com-
munications environment for reliable message transmission.
Therefore, buffer sizes of WQ and MQ of each node may be
larger and message latency may be larger to accommodate
retransmission. We will do more analysis in our future work
regarding retransmission.

6. Concluding Remarks

Remark 1. Within the RingNet hierarchy, APs, AGs and
BRs can be or function as traditional routers, but will be
augmented by running the RingNet protocol. In fact, we re-
quire that only a portion of routers will be configured to run
the RingNet protocol. Furthermore, we recommend gradual
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deployment of RingNet-aware applications because it will
be easier to form a single or only several disjoint partitions
of the RingNet hierarchy in case that mobile users are not
dispersed from each other too much.

Remark 2. Although it is highly expected to dynami-
cally find and configure neighboring network entities and/or
logical rings for self-organizing the RingNet hierarchy, it
is much easier and more practical to manually and stati-
cally configure the candidate neighboring relationship and
parent-children relationship between all the network enti-
ties and logical rings. In this case, system administrators
can have their full control of the hierarchy.

Remark 3. If totally-ordered property is not required,
then multicast using the RingNet hierarchy will be more ef-
ficient and message latency will decrease due to the fact that
ordering operations are not required in the top logical ring.
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